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TO: Carl MacDowell IA(},.... 
FROM: Nancy Boothe 1 rd° 
SUBJECT: Charter change trial 

The following information comes from President 
Pitzer's records of the charter change trial . 

The University's position was that the founder's 
intent, as expressed in the Ind e nture and Charter of 1891, 
could be better served in the 1960's and beyond by a 
modification of the restrictions expressed in that document, 
(i.e. that the school should be free and that only white 
students should be admitted.) 

The first official document expressing that position 
is the Resolution of the Board of Trustees (adopted in 
September 1962 1 , which I am enclosing. In it, the t rustees 
authorized university counsel and o ffic ers to obtain from the 
court, etc., authority to admit students without racial 
barrier and to charg~ tuition. 

The trial w~s captioned No. 612,668 in the 
District Court of Barris County, Texas, L-157th Judicial 
District: William Marsh Rice University, et al, vs. Waggoner 
Carr, Attorney of the State of Texas. 

Enclosed is the petition of the plaintiffs (Rice 
University), filed February 21, 1963. The university ' s 
position was expressed again here, at greater length than i n 
the Resolution. Statements about tuition are on pp. 16 ff. 

On June 20, 1963, Rice alumni John B. Coffee and Val 
T. Billups filed a Petition in Intervention in which they 
opposed the "abandonment" of the Indenture. 

On January 3, 1964, eleven other alumni ( list 
enclosed) filed a Petition of Intervention (enclosed), 
against the Coffee / Billups position and in favor of the 
trustees' position. Statements on tuition are on pages J 
and 4. 

In a resolution adopted on February 3, 1964, the 
Committee on University Welfare unanimously registered its 
support of the trustees' a c tion t o modify the Charter (copy 
enclosed). 



These documents, by their nature, do not contain 
individual statements in support of charging tuition, which 
is what I understand you want. 

I have scanned the four volumes of the transcript of 
the trial and have selected testimony by George Brown (pp. 
403-06, 782-83) and President Pitzer (pp. 611, 622-23, 629-
34, 745 - 56) concerning tuition. Copies of these pages are 
enclosed. 

Also, I have gone through correspondence to and from 
alumni and others regarding the trial. I am enclosing copies 
of George Brown's stock response to alumni and of a Pitzer 
reply to an alumnus, as well as a copy of a nine-page letter 
Malcolm Lovett wrote to Everett Col lier, then President of 
the Association of Rice Alumni. In it, Mr. Lovett recapped 
the answers he had given to questions raised by alumni at a 
meeting called to discuss the trial; he talked about tuition 
on pages 7-9. 
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